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drs. Hugh Mc-Goa-and
lathy and Nancy, have
their home in Glenas, after a visit with
.'s mother, Mrs. W. P.
Olive Street.
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Scout Awards
Given Monday
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Keller Family Back
From Long Boat Trip

Opening At
Murray High
Is Readied

GE,COUNTY

Party
Completely By Mail

Several Fires Are Started By
Lightning; Dock Collapses

Gets Unusual

A Tri City boy stationea at
Mr. and -Mrs. Don Keller, Colareal Lakes Naval Base in Great
Lakes, Illinais recently was surlege Farm Road, have returned
from a 3.000 miles trip on Ameriprised with an unusual birthday
Calloway County people looked became obvious that some kind of
ca's inland waterways which startparty.
-with hope to. the east yesterday storm was about to break.
Johnny Wayne Herndon, son evening, but no rain
ed on July 16.
materialized
It is not known whether 3
of MT. and Mrs. Barney Herndon frern the angry -storm
The entire family made the
clouda twister suddenly decended frein
Murray
will
High
open
School
—
—
of
trip. Mr. and Mrs. Keller. and
Farmington route one was giv- which caused considerable damthe clouds or just what haretnie
en a birthday party by mail. The age, particularly in -the' Kentucky
An impressive Court of Honor and the various badges worn on children Michael, David, Thomas, at 9 a. m., 'Monday, August 27th.
What happened. At any rate the
in
All
students
grades
7
through
re-the
with.
closing
uniform,
the
Scout
Boy
by
held
remony was
party was complete with "happy Lake area.
and Donna.
wind tore up the boat dock.
12 will report on this date. Openbirthday'• cakr, napkins and carda,
oop 77 of Murray in the Christ- mark that Tritop 77 was a part
The family cruised down the
Wyvan ,Holland of Murray safletters and- gifts from his many . Black clouds bfgan to gather
n Church on Monday. August of the more than five million Tennessee and Ohio rivers, then ing exercises for Murray High
fered some cuts and bruises when
friends back home.
1)(1. 1062. at 7:30 p. m., with six' Boy Scouts in thlUnited States up the Mississippi and up the School will be held in the high
late yesterday and a wind rose
the boat dock collapsed, haueser
Some fifty-six families in the whish led many to think that a
leen boys receiving a total , of
Illinois to Lake Michigan. They school auditorium. This assembly
the three men on the dock swirl
west Kentucky area- participated long looked for rain was on the
agysfive hard-earnel badges of went deep into the Lake Michi- will feature Rev. Walter E. .Mis.7 e
f
to safety.
in the party by mail. His address way. Sharp brilliant flashes a
gan waters where Mrs. Keller chke, pastor of the First Metho.. arious ranks and achievements
The heavy lightning startet1
is Johnny Wayne Herndon 2902351, lightning laced the clouds and
fore their parents and adult
said the waves rose to terrifying dist Church as guest speaker,
several fires in the tinder
with brief remarks by Supt. Fred
leaders.
Company 269. .Recruit Training t-he deep rumble ,of thunder in- area h*Iwren Murray sr,' the I gat
heighth.
''
Student Council
boys, Max Russell-and _Jim
d: Crest-bakes. Illinois; rhea-red that' iiatare-ter nature Was
-They-- retreated their steps and , Schultz, and
A fire started in a field near
rutt, Sr.. received their life Scout
doing. it .was bring done close at
arrived at the Kentucky Lake President, Sheryl Carman. After
the Johnny Downs farm and oastuthe
hand.
as badges. Which represent the secState Park Boat Dock at 9:30 ' the opening exercises,
:s
dingerect the three caged e • ;
dents will go to their homerooms
a ond highest rank in Scouting,
on Sunday night August 19.
hen houses on Mr. Downs' farm
and
receive
their
to
The
schedules
lake
was
area
struck
pripresented by Dr. James C. Hart.
north
family
trip
the
the
On
The front porch of- the H. It.
registration.
a
by
complete
freakish_
marily
storm
that
Russell also received 8 merit badLouis,
Milstopped off at St.
Baily cabin also was damaged
high
for
sale
on
be
will
Boat
in
lift
Books
Dock
alargan's
shamreceived
Jr.
Hart,
Jim
and
ges
waukee, Chicago and Green Bay
when it was wrenched from the
school students on Saturday mornNASHVILLE, Tenn. -A county bles.
- 5 merit badges.
Wisconsin.
front of the cabin.
the
resacknat was am ma the appeaeiof
Chairman
,Pasco,
John
Mr. Keller said that of all the ing. August 25th, from 9 a. in. til
.
A
boat
a
house
in
only
cove
A barn was lost by fire on the
mately 420 graduatas who receasCommittee for Troop 77, presentwaters the family mover over, 12 noon, Monday. August 27th
a stoat distance rode out the .faim, of Gary Walker ad severe
4 p. na, and
ASKS TO SOLO - Francis. ed degrees fr(arn George Pealtsadv
ed Star Scout badges to Jan Bux.
Kentucky Lake was the finest. from :10 a. m., til
no
at
with
The
damage
all.
storm
damage was inflicted on the an
Gary Poixers. 33. the 02
in.
College for Teachers here at its
ton (with 9 merit badges). BerHe said that boat enthusiasts all Tuesday, August 28th from 9 a.
occupants of the house boat said
pilot who spent nearly two
181at cammencement exercises that they were watching the cloud plement barn of freeman Harris.
nard Harvey (with 6 merit badges),
the way to Green Bay had heard til 3 p. m.
The Marra). Rescue Squad ar I
years in a Soviet prison on
Friday, Augusts 17.
Kent Hale with 4 merit badges),
al Kentucky Lake and of the
as it mounted in the sky and that many volunteers aided in fightan espionage conviction when
seva
She
Julia
Miss
Arnett.,
is
Jimmy Armbruster (with 4 merit
fine boating which its offered.
all of sudden a dead calm seem ing the fires which occurred in
nis plane was downed in
enth grade social studies teaclicr to decend on the area.
badges), and Bill Hart (with 4
,Kentucky Lake differs so much
Russia. nas sued tor divorce*
various locationa, ail of them apScheer'.
Miss
Reidland
High
at
merit badges).
from others waters in that it is
from wile Barbara. 27. He
parently caused by lightning.
arts
of
A
master
received
wind
the
and
Bob Overbey. one of the Troop's
Arnett
suddenly
arose
'i
smooth, clean and not filled with
charges-her with "habitual
About six o'clock lightnina
FRANKFORT. Ky. 'UPS - The
the
boat
which
elementary
splintered
education.
in
dock
degree
two Scoutmasters, presented Seclogs and other debris, he said.
intoxication" and with being
struck apparently in the ground
hot
of
outbreak
extremely
sudden
Mr.
of
had
people
it.
and
on
three
daughter
ond Class Scout and First Class
Several
the
is
Si*
Kellthe
of
friends
many
The
"abusive." They have lived
Dr. Jaw* Hirt
of a, -fescue_ field on ghea farma
eaf - -Rout* -4, childrenn-aitati- been- lent- -to- the
- Scout badge-a- 4o- Jerry -1Cnight
ers will be pleased to know that weather has slowed fishing conapart in Milledgeville, GO...--Ms-a,
of Bert Collins of Murray route
lakes.
Kentucky
on
sidersfoly
Morgan
when
Mr.
it
'cabin-.
by
without
gs (who also received '1 merit .badge)
Murray.
the long trip was made
since last May.
milfive.. Flames shot rip rapidly .and
But the Department of Fish
V and Steve Srnith (who also re- and of the more than nine
serious mishap and that they rewere fed 'ISS• a south wind:
and Wildlife Resources reported.
ceived 3 merit badges). Frei Wells, lion Scouts in more than seventy turned to Murray safely.
Although the win.' waa blowing
today that the who brave the Mrs.
the other Scoutmaster of the countries all over the world.
directly toward- :he Collins' no!sun are getting some good catchtroop, presented Second Class
John .Pasco mentioned that the
emn new home the field was sepia
es.
given" badges; they
,
Scout badges to Fred Shelton boys are not '
distairee :ram the _dwelling ana
-At Kentucky. Lake, bass fishing
(with 1 merit badge) and John "earn" badges. The number at
was Safely extinguished. Restis rated fair with better takes in alltin Farris:, 67, will be held
Paul Matthew, - (with 1 merit , badges presented at this Court of
Meets "lured in quickly bringiros
the early mornings. Still fisher- Tit.unglay at 2:00 p.m. at Cole's
!Honor was recognized as _somebadge).
Lract Tic wet
,s, brcerrg yr aleaten are showing scattered lair jakaimp Grotaud Methodist Churen..
Hay Sinclair, Chairman of the thing of a record and considerell
inclat t4yt9/115"--rtftliolitiin1
catches of crappie and bluegill. The rites will be officiated byl
Troop Advancement Committee. l as a credit to the Troop and lialt
to fight fire with.
Funeral services for Mrs. Belle Some few white bass have been Rev. Johnasn Easley and Reel
presented the First (lass Scout the leaders who worked with the
The fire burned over approxiJackson who passed away Mon- taken in the bridge areas.
Layne Shanklin. Burial will be
badge to Jimmy Nichols, 1 merit , boys earning them.
mately an acre before beina
The lake is clear, falling and in the church cemetery.
badge to Ricky Brunner. 1 merit
"A Court of Honor such as was day at a Paducah rest home
brought under control as the wind
Mrs. Farris passed away Tues•
badge to Charles Clark, 1 merit held Monday night is. in truth, were held today at the Max 80 degrees.
acif estimated twenty-five
The Murray High School Tigers of the boys have he,.1 working at
Lake Cumberland rates crappie day night at the Mornay Hiespital
bilge to Norman Hale; Jr. and a "Court of Honor." Such Scouts Churchill Funeral Chapel with
their third week of prac- two positions in order to strength- neirarbors fought the blaze. No
h;• Tenderfoot baage to John : are unlikely to find themselves Rev. Layne Shanklin officiating. as the best bet mith fly fishermen after an qxttiltied shrugs. She had began
in the area
rain was
tice Monday in preparation for en the team's reserve power. Mur- ewa
I before a -Court of Dis-Honor" at Burial was in the Temple Hill harvesting occasional good strfngs been a member of Cole's Camp
Mark Hale.
the opening game of a ton-game ray operates from the single wing. which is in the New Providenae
luegill. Scattered hauls of Ground Church for 49 years.
of
Scoutmasters Overbey and Wells some future date, such as a Ju- Cemetery
. Other boys with game caper.
Mrs. Jackson. 84, was a mem- bleak bass 'have been caught by
arkley Cil- grid schedule.
Pallbearers are
then • presented Appreciation A- venile Court or a Criminal Court.
11-0-1 ithre include Ben llogancamp,
Lightning was also reported to
wards to Jan Buxton and Bernard ' Youthful energies are directed ber of the Hickory Grove Church trolling. Good trout fishing is re- ./amet; Carnili. 011ie Hale. Trellis Murray hal a brilliant
last season that was high- fuaback and guard, Don Lee, have struck a tree at the home
Harvey. explaining that they were along a constructive line, rather of Christ. Grandsons of the de- ported uclow the dam. The lake MoCulaton, James Belcher a n ct record
lighted by winning the state class Edwards, Faughn. Danner and Mil- of Cubic Hale on Murray roe'e
ia clear, falling and 82 degrees. Fred Lovett.
giving these as their own token of than 3 destructive line This ceased served as pallbearers.
A championship over a tough ler all backs. Skip Hale, guard, three hut no damage other than
Funeral
fishbluegill
Churchill
Max
The
Hollow,
from
Dale
change
services
welcome
At
Funeral
a
many
the
was
for
Churchill
event
appreciation
-The J. H.
14-13 on Thanksgiving Day, and -Bud NMI. tackle. Ronnie ,to the tree itself was reported.
Lynch
Fair
arrangethe
well.
of
charge
at
had
go
to
Home
continues
missteps
ing
the
far
publicized
boys,
these
arrangements
the more
performed by
ilk
Home has charge of
Some rain apd hail was eeptortVeteran Coach. Preston "Ty" Danner and liarrs Weatherly have
strings of crappie and white bass where friends may call.
V Troop. Eddie West and Steve ronic few of our youth," Hart said. ments.
eti. At any rear the wind tore
Holland has labeled this year's been shiftea to ends.
have been taken, mainly at night.
Douglas were also recognized as I
- - -squad a .big "question mark."
tr) the boat dock.
Some few bass have been hooked
haying rendered valuable assistMurray opens its season one plement barn of Freeman Ilarris,
Graduation last spring dealt a
by trolling and casting during the
aree during the time spent in
August
Friday
night.
from
week
key lgow to the squad's strength.
ed in the vicinity of alurgan's
cooler hours. The lake is clear,
camp.
Tigers will
Lost via. graduation were four 31st, on the road. The
Boat Dock.
falling and 82 degrees.
Three Eagle Scouts were introHigh
the
Trigg
in
County
face
main ends, three first string
Herrington Lake rates bluegill
duced by John Pasco and each
play
first
then
their
and
opener
three of the four first
fishing as its best choice. Fair
spoke briefly on -What it Means
Jimmy Dale Herndon of Mur tackles,
home game with RUssellville on
crappie catches are being brought ray route one is a patient in string guards, three of the start- September 7th.
to be an Eagle Scout." Bud Tolley
.
•
back
defensive
a
baakfield,.
ina
in 'from the- bays and tributar- Western Baptist Hospital in Pamentioned how valuable hi:: Scout
players.
experienced
other
and
Coach !letterer summed up his
training had been to him in the
sing P. Logan of the Richmond ies Some few black bass- are be- ducah where he is recovering
By PATRICK YOUNG
Missing from this. year's club exaeztations for the season this
Armed Services. Sammy Knight
Va.. office - entered the apart- ing hauled aboard by casting and from recent - surgery.
United Press International
ends J. L. Barnett. John way, "With Trigg County expectJimmy's room number is 330. will be
and Norman Hale, Jr.. both prement and began opening doors. fly fishing The lake is sitar,
Hutson. James Wilson and Jim- ing one of its best teams. Murray
- "Just They opened the bathroom door. stable and 82 degrees.
ALEXANDRIA. Vi.
Wallis
ol
employee
sent members of Troop 77, coman
is
Ile
mie Smith, tackles. Joe Pat Fu- will have a hard game at the
to see her smile waa worth a Two small .4rlia were on the
Dewey Lake is in good fishing .Drug.
mented briefly.
Mike Thurmond and Mike very start and with Mayfield,
trell,
."
.
dollars.
scattered
million
yielding
and
condition
will
who
Hart,
C.
James
far.
floor
guards, Richard Work- Fulton, Bowling Green, Tilghman
Crossett,
rethe
up
summed
•
black
words
and
The
bluegill
of
takes
good
Chairas
duties
new
a•surne his
Matthews and Ilatrh and Hopkins.ville all expecting
Jerry
man,
KNOW
"thank
said,
YOU
and
NOW
up
Ohllooked
Rita
Arthur
Ma).
It/trine
shallow
at
the
in
fishing
action
Fly
bass.
Rivers
man of the entire Four
Turner. backfield Men, Steve Wit- fine learns the' Tigers have their
council next month, directed his gren to the end of a tile that had you." -One ot-the agenti replied, coves has given the best. results.
An early registration will he
The lake is clear, stable and 80 By United Press International ham, Charley Robertson and Ken- work cut out for them:.
remarks particularly to the new the best of all possible endings. "you're welcome "
Sixty-five per cent of the inha- ny Humpherys, defensive back.
held for the incoming seventh
degrees.
boys in the Troop and their par- His daughter Rita and her playTogether
Story
Piece
bitants of Wyoming gain their Tom-my Latimer and Jimmy TaMurray High Schedule
grade of Murray High School.
ents. explaining that Scouting is mate, Teresa Morley. had been
livelihood directly or indirectly bens, Deisayne McClure and TomThis meeting will be held in the
During the tearful reunions, this
Fun.. Adventare, and Comrade- found ---safe and unharmed-after
A
Aug. 31 - !Trigg Co.
from fanning or ranching, accord- my Steele.
h gh school auditorium. Friaav
ship. Ile called it a game with a being missing for nearly two days. story was pieced together.
H.
. One if the brightest spots in Sept. 7 - Ruasellville
ing to the .World Almanac.
afternoon, August 24th at 2:30
Police had feared the two 7The girls went into the vacant
purptee: ,training boys to become
i
A
14 - Morganfield
a •
the outlook for this season is
p. m.
men and responsible 'citizens. lie year olds had been kidnaped or apartment when Teresa "had to
11
21 • Mayfle Id
lhe, return of All-State Tommy
MOTHERS CLUB
The purpose of this 'sleeting
pointed out the meaning of the slain. Their mothers had become go to the bathroom." The door
COMPANY "M"
A
Fulton
28
line-up
the
in
Changes
Wells.
had
is to give the students and par:
shut behind them anal jammed
Scare Law. oath. Motto: Slogan, so ill with worry that doctors
-Eileen
Bowling
5
Oct.
from
moved
Wyatt
Roy
see
will
will
Club
The Faxon Maihers
ents an importunity to meet altar
3RD BIN. 398TH REGT (R(T)
to place them under sedation. shut.
12 - Providenceft teachers and to orientate tat.*
100th Div (Trig)
meet at the schssol Friday at 4:30 defenave guard to guard rand
All Sunday night police and
Tilghman
-.
19
to
Nix
pan
center
through
.and
help
fullback
Murray, Kentucky
students to Murray High Schgol.
p.m. for the purpose of cleanaig
firemen. aided by hundreds of 'They shouted for
A - It is hoped that' all parents arid
26 - Iloptown
the setasd lunch room, a spokes- tackle.
neighbors and other . volunteers, the. air conditioning vent in the
A
Tana.Paris,
_2
Nov.
many
that
reports
Holland
Coach
students will attend this ny
man said.
combed through the wooded area windowless room, but no one
20 August 1962
'
Surrounding the garden-type apart- heard thern. Teresa unsuccessments in which the girls. lived. fully tried to pick the lock with a
piece of coil spring similar to a Ledger & Times
Missed First Time
Wilson
Dem Neeemesleasil
Searchers passed through an bed spring.
North 4th Street
unoccupied apartment building adAs night wore on the girls be- Murray. Kentucky
joining Teresa's but found noth•- •
tired. They took turns sleepThe Wilson family annual reing. Rita lived on the other side came
huddled
but
bathtub
the
ing in
97 of TAresa.
Sirs:
High Tuesday
ua ion will be held at the Mae
each other as the air
es
On Monday the weary search against
laiw Tuesday
ras Worhan's -Club Iloase Sunda)
them.
chill
to
75 party was bolstered by Marines conditioning began
We the members of Company
715 Today
August 26th at 12:30 p. m.
Outside, the daytime temperature aal". 3rd Battalion. 398th RegiMr. and Mrs. Clay C. Darner
and soldiers from nearby military
degree%
100
installations. Two Marine helicop- had hovered near
ment, 1001,0 Division Training do
chairmen of the committee
are
TeAuthorities speculated that
for arrangements anal urge all
Western Kentucky - Partly ters surveyed the area from above. resa and Rita were asleep when take this opportunity to eacpress
Murposthe
the
when
our sincere gratitude to
In the afternoon,
relatives to a:tend. A basket
cloudy and continued hot with
the first search party went throlunch will .he served and !aft
scattered thundershowers today. sibility of kidnaping became very ugh the apartment. apparently ray Chamber of Commerce and
drinks will be furnished.
tonight and Thursday. high to- real. the. FBI officially entered the left unlocked by a prospective all the civic clubs for the splendid welcome home rendered this
Local entertainment has been
day in. raid 90s. Low tonight 70 case.
tenant.
Unit. The luncheon, honors and
But there had been no tragedy.
premised for the afternoon.
to 75. High Thuasday 96 to 100.
What had happened came to light
Other than being hungry. the recognition bestowed on the Unit
was indeed a heart warming exNOTICE
The 6 a. m.: 1EST temperatures: about ,4:10 p m. (EDT) Tuesday. girls were in good shape.
Two FBI agents-part of a force
Both girls were all smiles after perience. Again many thanks for
Louisville 68
of 50 FBI peen- -were in the pro- being reunited with their families all that was done.
The Lorene Doran of 611 Maple
Lexington 65
4)F combing through the and fed.
Street, charged with improper
Covington 65
Sincerely,
Charies Harris makes a record of
more
in
once
neighborShood
passing by -Trooper Guy Turner
Paducah 70
TENDER, THOSE TEAMSTERS-Phareiciphia Ponce Sgt.
head"We said our prayers to get
search of clues.
in County Court Monday is a resiconfiscated thawed -off baseball bats after peace was restored (for now, at leant) at
Bowling Green 71
Hal S. Dublin
do it.
They came upon the apartment outa' dark-haired Rita said.
dent of Mayfield. Kentucky. aoit
quarters of Teamsters Local 107. But It took more than 75 carloads of cops to
London 65
"All I was able to gay. was
Capt. If USAR
building newt to Maria's. There
Murray. The Ledger and Times
Walter Repsch (right) gives a "V" sign as doctors and nurses patch him up. It all came
llopkinsville 68-•
%%IS a vacant apartment. The 'Thank God," Teresa's mother
about when a rebel (action 500 strong stormed the halL
regrets this inconiplete report.
Evansville, Ind.., 72
Commanding
agents-Leroy Sweeney and Lan- said afterwards.
Huntington, W. Va., 66
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Union 186145 in Pictures

No. 205 Rocket missilesmay be ha.
pressed epon moat minds ILI
ultra-modem weapons. Yet they were fired
on both aides of the Greet Rebellion.
In his graphic new exposlUon. "Arms and.
Equipment of the Civil War" (Doubleday).
Jack Coggins tells of Union use of Hale
rockets. These, designed as improvements
of the British Congreve rocket of War of
1812-15 days, were usually fired front tubes
of light carriages. Range for the larger of
two standard sizes 1.2e -inch diameter, 6
pounds; 34.-inch, 16 pounds) was from 500
to 1,750 yards, depeneent on firing elevation.
The propellant was a alow-burning mixture
of niter, charcoal and sulphur, forced into
the case uneer pressure. The warheads were
seed. eeploeive or incendiary
The Hale, though intended to be spin-stabilised in rotation given it by three metal

I 22. 114i2

Quotes From The News

hat

.By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
that t

\

•

•

.

.aii (11
.11,
.!1 ..2.
•'%1 t
'

1

.
y• 4/
•• .•
•Ve°1\:*

Varies Inserted In the exhaust rieszl• (see
chewing below), was often erratic: in flight
and therefor* dangerous to the rocket crews
and other Union army personnel.
Confederates had similar troubles• wfUt
rockets. Coggin* quotes in his book a diary
entry of Lt. CoL W. W. Blackford, a
staff officer with Jeb Stuart's Confederate
• cavalry division: 'Stuart opened on them
With a Congrevii rocket battery, the first
and last time the latter e'er appeared in
action with us. It had been gotten up by
some foreign chap who managed It on the!
Occasion. They were huge rockets, fired from
a sort of gun carriage, with-a ahen at the
end, which exploded in due time, scattering
'liquid damnation,' as the men called it, but
alter striking, the flight might be conUnued
In any other course, even direcUy back
towards where it came from."
This gives some substantiation to a later
claim that the Confederates attempted to
fire a two-stage, liquefied oxygen missile at
Washington from a
launching pad near
Richmond.(Mors about
that here later)
e-CleAJDE IELNNAIRD

It was an old - fashioned New
York Yankee expluesion and it just
about made a wreck of heir the
Leis Angeles Angels and the Amyxwan League pennant race.
Sesen eons poured over (h...
plat.. in the 10th -inning rally
Tuesday night, crusting the Angels, 11-4, and extending the
Yankees' first-place lead to five
full samee.
It was the Angels' moment of
truth - the ites'ne in which they
late run on
could have begun
the Yankees-and the face es they
grime it a greet try. But in the end
they were smothered - and only
a miracle caul bring them back
into position as practical pennaet
chal:engem.
The Angels had tied the score
at 4-4 on Lein Wagner's ninthas
inning single but all that did
set the eters. he- typical kiteinning Yank t e lightning. Two onglee and a a alk produced ((de run.
another :tingle and Clete I3oser7s
double drove in two more runs
.and Men Roger Maria clouted a
grand slam homer after a walk
to leave LA in -the rubble of isAL standings.
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Hale rocket and its
tube launcher, as illustrated in "Anne and
equipment of the Civil
War," by Jack Covens
[pub. by Doubleday.).
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Lee Themes' two homers enabled the Angels to take an early
3-1 lead but the Yankees tied the
scare on Elston Howard's two-run
sixth-inning homer and took a 4-3
sixth-inning homer and trek a 4-3
lead on Bobby itichardstaes runproducing seventh - inning singe.
Wagner's- eluach hit tied it up
again and gave hope to the crowd
of 50,830 in Tee Angeles-until
the Yankees went ix, bat, that a.
The Minnesuta Twee beat the
Wa.stengton Senators, 5-2. the Detrust Tigers Lopped the Cleveland
Indians, 10-1, the Baltimore Orioles routed the Chicago White Sox,
11-1, and the Bosom Red Sox
downed the Kansas City Athletics,
11-6, in other Al. Penes.
The Milwaukee Braves tended
the St. louts Cardinals. 6-5, the
CI:wines:in Reds downed the Chicago Cubs, 2-0, the Ithilieleleteis
P1-allies sw ept u doubleheader
(rein the Houston Colts, 5-3 3:17-4. and the New York Mots
snapped a 13-game losing streak
with a 3-4 win utter easing the
first game of a doubleheader to
the Pitt-burgh Peasee, 8-67

. Federal State Market
News Service

Nei:
E,,,
:,.Y:
s"r 5 Pittsburr*.h.

Pinch-hitter Mary Throheberry's three-run, ninth-in:41g ht,mor enraibled the Mete to down the
Pirates after Pittsburgh. W441 the
opener with the aid orFelix Mantilla's three-run throwing error in
the ninth inning of the first

game.

MURRAY LOAN CO.
Telephone Pt. 3-2621

WO W. Male IN.
"YOUR

HONR.OWNED
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"
CO.

ONE STOP

T1flTi

FOR SALE

Pu

Hes in the talittscap.

TWO AND TWO MAKE 1 II-Dr. Jay A. Young, 41, a widower
with 12 elidereo, and his bride, the former Mn. Mary A.
Treaey, 36, a widow with four children, face the camera
with her brood after their marriage In South Bend, hid.
He is head of the chemistry department at Kings College
in Wilkes-Barre. Pa, All 18 will live in his 19-room house.

Today's Games
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W."L. asi Ge. C.nennati at Chicago
82 44 e51
Angeles
San Francisco at New Yerk
73 47 .624
'
San - Francesee
Use Angeles at Philadelphia, ni
5
S11
43
77
Cincinnett
Itousein at Pittsburgh. night
.5e6
91 St.'Louis at Milwaukee. mph(
72 53
Petstrergri
69 56 e552 121
St. Leies
Thursday's Games .
Milwaukee-68 59:.535 14; &WI Francisco at New York
Philadelphia-61 CS 473 221 Les Angeles at Plain.. night
47 79 .373 33 House-en a: Piteburgh. night
.
Caicag J
4.) St) .360 361 Se. 1.4.11.11S at Milwaukee
!. a- 101
Heusten
31 95 246 31 lencineati at Chicago
I:vr (laughter, .Nirs. SttiV Yerk
•
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New York
•
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72 56 .563 5
:eiler 'd -Ir.( Ina Hendricks.
563 5 .
Lee
t. 1 i .r..!.a. lat.t week for Japan Phila. 7 Ht'u
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Chicag k
Twins Extended Streak
„• te tee L•.•.:.
- .11r :eree
IMilwaukee 6 SI. Lotus 5. night
MURRAY, Ky., Tuesday. Aeg.
62 62 .500 13 I
Detnet
Only genes scheduled.
21 1902. Murray Livesteck Co.
Jack Krelick and Ray Mosey
RECEIPTS: Hogs. IS; Cattle and combined in a feur-hetee few the
4.
Sheep,
1.218:
Calves.
Twins, who scored their fourth
HOGS: Receipts monly mixed straight victory with the help ef
25c
to
graded butchers. Steady
a key single by Bernie Allen in
higewe U.S. No. 1, 2 and 1 barrows the sixth anteing. Dave Sitenhouse
and gets. 222 lb. $18 25; ISO to ISO guttered he, ninth keg as:4mA 10
tb $16.50 ei $18.00, 273 lb. $17,25; wins for the Senators.
Ne. 2 and 3 sews 475 lb $13.25.
Jim Bunning pitched • fourCATTLE and CALVES: Receipts hitter to win his 13th game if the
mostly seekers end e”Wft. Stock- seseesn and the 100th of has big
ers mostly 50e to $1.00 lower. league career far the ,Tigers. Buns
miestly /5 ti 50c }ewer. rung set ;tied a first-inning homer
CONVIt
Other claeses about steady_ Stan- tu Al Lettere and then set dewn
dard and Gtexi 600 to 900 lb. the Indere with three hes the
slaughter heifers $21.50 to $23 30; rest of the way. Al Iteraline had
Geed 300 to 5410 lb. slaughter three hits for Detroit.
calve, $22.75 to S24 25: Utility and
Robin Roberts won he eighth
Commercial cows $13.10 to $15.40: game of the year and the 242nd
Canner and Cutter $9.50 to 51-4.00;
his career behnei a 10-hit
Utility and Commercial bulls Baltimere a:tack :hat included a
516.70 to $17 80; Choice 300 to 530 grand slam Menet by meter Bose
/b. sleek "steers $25,00 to $28 GO; Powell. Early Wynn. in search et
Good .300 to 600 lb. 523.50 ti Vat 299th win ef his car.yer: retool
$26 25; Medium $21 00 to $24 en; only one Meter in the first Mating
Geed arid Cheice 600 us 8011 lb. eehice being vested.
Seeder steers $2290 to 526 25;
Carl 'crat(traenr;ki hit a threeIlatedkim $1950 to - $23.25, Geed
and Choice 800 to 100(1 lb. $22.30 run homer and drove in two ittee
to $24.60: Choice 300 te 551) lb. runs ti lead the Red Sox' 15-hit
stock heifer-. 523 85 es $25.50, Goeo attack Earl Wils.n. aided by Arz22.00 te $24.25; Medium $19.00 to nold Earley in the ninth. picked
$22.75; Medium and Geed steck Up his ninth win if the season.
',rives with calves $135.00 to $202.e0
Nipped Cards
Br
per head.
BABY CALVES: About 20 head
Lee Mayes 11rh - inning single
$5.00 to $36.00 per head.
drove in the whining run fer the
$1.00
to
75c
Meetly
VEALERS:
Bras-es arid gave Claude Raymond
lower. Choice $27.50 to $28.75; his fifth triumph. Charlie Jamie
Standard
Geed $25.00 to $27.75;
had three hes, including a teener,
$21 00 te $25 25..
for. the Cardinale while (I-us, Bell
SHEEP: Not enough to test hod four lade and Tommy Asian
market.
hernered for the Braves.
'1*,-461
1.36

Mr

or.•

- 61 63 .492 14
- 59 86 .472 161
59 6? .486 17
58 69 .457 181
46 79 .368 2es
Washington
Tuesday's Results
Baltimore 9 Chicago I, night
lietrie 10 Cleveland I. night
Minnesota 5 Washingtun 2, night
Beeten 11 Kansas City 6. night
New York 11 Los Angeles 4, 10
innings. eight
Today's Games
, Cleveland at Detroit
New York at Less Angeles, night
Besten at Kansas City, night
Washington at Minnesota. night
Chicago ut Baltimore, night
Thursday's Games
' Neu York at lee Angeles
on at Kansas City
,
Illos
Wkihingten at Minneeeita, night
Cleveland at Detroit
. Only gainue scheduled.
Bait:111,re Clevelenti
Desert
Kansas City
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erroraineeetitive
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tering
mordless sums to 64.
Art Mahatfey w o n his 17th
Whir and Jock Henulben his seventh as the Teethes made it 15
in a rmt over the Colts. by
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More Home
For /our Home Dollar
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VIEW YORK fen - The Ciii't Oregon's four-mile re'ot team today off Malty hold*
the world record of 16 reentries
I 9.0 seconds. The teem of Archie
Ifeeee, Keith
I San Romani Jr..
D>ral Ilyrle..--un set
Fermen
•
the - mark.
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Jan Maloney p itched eight
'cureless relief *mines as the Reis
struggled t,, remain :n the Ni.
race With their sten _ever the Coe
Marty Keough's homer was .
big blow t e the Reds while rid
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ENDS THURSDAY!
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CHARLLS RYAN - PLaza 3-1471
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RAYAN & WHITNELL
"Get More Value For Your Home Dollar"

toe-"Unele Charley" Stew.
std. marking h0110Pth birthday in Wes, Okla., says he
crelitil he longevity to OA
and the fact that he has had

to ual 1,i ,,•r,

let • 'O. lie

YOU MAY HAVE A
KEY THAT'S WORTH
$425.410
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4 cer For Low Cost Boating Fun
Try A Saucy 4u

r Mary Throhebere ninth-inning home Mets to down the
Pittsburgh_ won the
he aid or Felix Menem throwing erriar In

For the price of a few tanks
toe man who owns an
outboard boat powered by even
a fishing motor can buy everything needed to enjoy disc riding.
Boat and motor size are not important as 10 mph is considered
an ideal speed. A disc, tow line
and Lie jacket are the only other
things needed. Discs, sometimes
called saucers, are usually made
of marine plywood and are 3 to
3Va feet in diameter.

ins of the first game.

Lie on the disc with your* legs trailing behind and on top of
the water. Place the weight of your upper body on the elbows and extend your arms out straight. Hold the tow bar
securely with both hands.

The tricky disc is quickly mastered if the follOwing points are
kept in mind, says Tom Dorwin,
water ski advisor. The first step
is to lie on the disc with yeur feet
out straight behind and on tor; of
the water. Weight of the upper
body should be placed on the elbows with the arms extended forward and kept flat on the disc.
'fhe tow bar is held with both
hands which are extended over

the leading edge of the disc.
As the boat pulls the disc to
a plane, slide your knees forward
and get into a kneeing position.
Then slide One foot forward and
place it flat on the jilisc. At all
times remember to keep the bulk
of your weight slightly to the
rear of the disc. This: will keep
the leading edge higher and prevent it from nose diving.

Frankfort, ALM: — The Kentucky veterans bonus is now almost history and the division
which administered the program
has dropped to 48 employees from
a leak of 171 workers last summer.

Lloyd said the two extensions
of the bonus filing deadline did
Kentucky Adjutant Gen. Arthur not increase the work load sufY. Lloyd, administrator of the ficiently to warrant additional
bonus program, said that the re- personnel. The original deadline
duction of employees is ahead of of Dec. 31, .1961, was extended by
schedule, adding that he had the General Assembly to June
estimated that a work force of 73 30, 1962. Gov. Bert Combs grantemployees would be required at ed a further extension to Aug.
the opening of fiscal year l9- 129. 1962.

Next comes the ticklish part —
standing up. To do this, balance
your weight with one hand on
the disc while the foot on the
same side is skipped forward.
Kceping tour weight behind the
center of the disc stand up with
yeur feet from 12 to 18 inches
apart.
That's all there is to it, says
Doreen. Learning to ride the disc
is quite simple and before long,
most beginners are even doing
tricks.

State Bonus
Is Almost
History Now

63 on July 1.
Explaining the advance planning which resulted in the fasterthan-anticipated phasing out of the
bonus program, Lloyd said, -We
sent detailed questionnairei to
every state which had paid a
bonus, asking what methods they
had used and what special problems they had run into.
"From these past experiences
and with the help of personnel
familiar with military service records we were able to formulate
a speedy and economical procedure for processing and examining the bonus claims."

Any outboard powered by a motor of 5'a or more horsepower will pull a disc rider. For safety sake, the rider should
wear a life jacket or ski belt and an extra observer should
be in the boat.

41, a widower
Mrs. Mary A.
ice the camera
uth head, Ind.
Kings College
19-room house.

As the boat picks up speed and the disc comes to a plane.
0 slide one leg forward—then the other—to get into a kneeling
position. Balance is important and your weight should be
kept toward the rear of the disc.

To stand up, slide one foot forward and place it flat on the
disc. Then, while balancing your weight with one hand on
the disc, slide the foot on the same side forward. Take the
tow bar in both hands and stand up.

When standing, your feet should be from 12 to 18 inchea
apart. Note that the rider stands behind the center of the
asc to keep the leading cdge from nose diving. Knees are
flexed and th• rider leans back !sightly.

'FAIRLY WELL'—Former President Eisenhower gives a wave
from work. For example, in the I work because of heart conddtions
track of the progress of each paof his cap at Wentworth, England. as tie tours the 6,936tient and all the many reverts of
survey year ended June 1960, al More than 15.000,000 days were
yard, par 72 Wentworth golf course with Freeman Gosden,
studies. For 1,500 patients this is
the "Amos" of "Amos and Andy." He did "fairly well,"
daily average of 52,000 .men and lost from gainful employment
a big job, especially since this
was the report, but no total score was revealed.
10,000 women were absent from during the year.
infiematien must be kept up-tominute's
a
on
available
date and
melee.
Licensed practical nurses, graduates of a one-year nureng
help throughout the hiepaals but
especially in the infirmaries where
patients are phyeically sick and
By Harold L. Maheeters M.D.
NEW YORK. N.Y. — Mortahty
ion the wards for older patients.
is on zippy trims!
Very few of the hospitals have from heart disease in the past
Commissioner,
pharmacists, but in every hospital decade decreased at every period
there is a staff pereen who has of life except early childhood and
Kentucky
charge of the snesiseispes as the the elder ages, it is repented by
•
drug nom and whii) sees to it statisticians.
that the proper amounts of drugs
'of Mental Health l
Although there was an overall
are seed to oath nurse's station.
rise in the recorded death rate
Our own 6-Casuals, favorite among
In a previous article, I mention'from all forms (if heart disease
teens on the go! Just two from a
•ed the duties ef the recreatamal
from 358 per 100,000
"high-stepping collection, priced to fit so
What are the clinical services in diageree ant in treating patients: specialists, who conduct games, eombined
comfortably into young budgets! Smooth
a Kentucky State mental haspital7 'laboratory technicians who run dancee, movies etc.. and the in- in 1949 to 373 in 1960 — it merely
coifs, interesting new grains—real
A Kentucky mental hospital has studies ore ,bkiod, urine or u aher dustrial the•rapists, who are spec- reflected the grower* retie of oldall of the trent clinical services, specimens to leant hinv the body ialists in determining work apti- er perns in ,the counny. stabs,
honeys for comfort toot 4 • 9
tecteliefaes
is
rwance
alt
ticiorts
When
said.
X-ray
is functieking.
ouch as psychiartrats. mince
tudes and making job aesignmehts.
as
things
mortality
for
aging.
made
this
chiatrec aides, social workers and to make X-rays of such
In aiidinen te the peorle workoccupatienal therapeats. Ale, on sku I 1 fractures, broken bones. ing full-eine at the hustaitels. the from heart disease actually showthe treatment team are psycholu- tuberculosie etc.; dentiets, dental Department of Mental Health em- ed a 5 per cent drop.
gins who give special tests to hygienists a-nd dental technicians ploys electors who work primarily
It is believed that the apprecihorn the patient's mental abilities to clean teeth. prepare fillings etc.: in the community but who serve able
increase in heart disease
aro
nici
tech
igeai
meet/hah
t
i
einempatterns,
reactain
and emotional
ms consultants ta the hospitals in deaths at preschool ages partially
maeperate•
t
trained
are
who
psygroup
offer individual and
.epecialities, such as surgery, in- reflects the fact that a larger
chotherapy and do epecel studies chines that record brain waves ternal riled .c•ine. skin diseases, proportiori of babies with conabout
rl..c•orsthe
tell
may
which
abieit mental illness.
neurelegy and tuberculosis.
genital heart lesions benefit by
Each hospital hos specaal tech- the cause of a problem.
The werk of the clinecal special- modern treatment metheds and
keep
specialists
recerd
Medical
nicians le give help in making
lots is cuirdirvited by a doctor who survive beyond infancy, but then
is celled the clinical director. succumb during early eaddhond.
Through written orders. infer-mat Furthermore, a greater number of
and fermal meetings and ‘letters, such cases are being diagnosed.
he directs efforts eo that erica
*-Besides taking a heavy toil of
patient is given the kind of treatment which will ed his rehabili- lite, heart disease is responsible
100•••••••••••••00000000000000011.••••••0000000••••••••000000000000•
for a large amount of illness: and
tat,,ei and he return home.
disability, the .atatisticiares said.
The superintendent is in charge The National Health Survey estiprogram—
of the entire hospital
mates that there are more than
40.
its clinical •inci administrative 675,000 heart disease patients disfunction. Th • clinical program. charged each year from shorthowever, is tee reeein for the stay hospitals, an dttiat they spend
B-Casuals lead on both counts!
hespitala exietence. and tire the approximately 11,000.000 days anelManil director works el eely
actualis
in
This
nually
hospitals.
with all department heads and
rep .:Is directly to the superin- ly en understatement, since tDe
tendent.
aUrvey is based on data collected
-in household interviews and
only
The a inn State mental hospitals
In Kentucky are Central State in excludes persons ree.iding in longTiny "Cinderella" straps, patches of
Lakeland. Eastern Stale in Lex- stay institutions
color, butter-soft ties with cushion crepe
ingtore Kentucky State in Daresoles that are whisper-quiet. Interesting
accounts
disease
heart
Similarly,
vine and Western State in Hopgrains, eye-catching trims, comfort from
for n large amount of time loin
the very first step. Try a pair—see

orta ity In
Heart Disease
Reported Less

Mental Health
In Kentucky Today

Teen-minded flats
the accent

4.99

Department1

These Are The Winners at Boone's

Grand Opening

Big fashion, tiny price

of their new

Automatic Laundry

4.99

at Sixth and Poplar Tuesday

4 WINNERS OF $5 GROCERY
BASKETS

for yourself what all the shouting
about!

Mrs. June Pritchett - Mrs. Hattie McClure Mrs. Edith Cohoon - Bill Dodson

4 WINNERS OF MEN'S 511111T or
LADIES' BLOUSE
Kathy Howard. R.N. - Mrs. Lela Dunn !
Mrs. Ellen Duncan - Mrs. Loyd Bucy_„

JO.

I3oone's Cleaners
Extend their thanks to all who visited them on
Grand Opening Day of their new Automatic
Laundry, Sixth and Poplar.

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS— -

SETTING THEIR SITES—F.neeneers at a Titan H international
ballistic missile base in Arizona discuss installation of a
network of springs to suspend and protect the workings in
event of nuclear attack. The large assembly at right is one
of eight designed to suspend the three-floor control center.
4 The smaller spring held at left Is one of dozens designed to
suspend light fixtures in the missile silo. The theory Is that
, the springs would protect delicate electronic gear Irons
, shock, and would "rebound" the equIpment unharmed and
capable of retaliation. The springs are a product of Alco
—.e.am-aaroataasrafte„aciaiaiaa Hatable.
_
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MURRAY

.11iss Mary Suzanne Owen Becomes Bride Of Miss "Betty" Ellis
Bobby Zane Workman Saturday. Afternoon Complimented With
Bridal Breakfast

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen - PLaza 3-4947
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Miss Gwynn Blalock Crass Home Scene
Honored At Shower Of Personal Shower
l
At Lockhart Home For Bride-elect

S

ocim Curio.

Wednesday. August 22
The Ladies Day Luncheon will
be served at noon at the Calloen County Country Club. Ilosteses will be Mesdames M. p.
Wrather. Zee Enm. Audrey Sim
mons. Sr.. Tom Rowlett, Glen
Hodges. James Perkins, Robert
Holland. and Miss Vivian Hale.

a t

mai
tas'
hin
son

Mess Elizabeth Ann °Betty" El..
ia. bride-et of Lt. John Wayne
Walton. WaS the honoree at a
personel shower held recently by
Mrs. A. B. Crass end Miss Betty
Foust at the Orme home at Sue
• • •
North Seventh Street.
The honoree, dressed in a beige
Thursday. August 23
and a
True hums-mem were Mmaciames dres with orange accents
Woodmen Circle Grove 126 will
cottage of white
ibr.aten. Joe Bruce hostomses'
Wendell
meet a: the home of Mrs. Nortier gifts which
Wilam, Alice Steely. Hugh White. carnatione opened
at 630 p.m.
ville
on the round
placed
been
had
Pat Thompson. Cotten Stubble• • •
wtute lace cloth
field. Elmer Collins. and Jim Hem table laid an a
centered will an
The honoree were for the event over grown and
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
arrangement of whale gladioli and
the Hazel Baptla Church Wo- a green cotton drew with white
porno entwined with ivy. Tne
man's Missionary Society will accesones;and a hostesses' gilt
Lt .'"419Ca gill to the honoree eas
meet at the home of Mrs. Dewey tomeige of red nmebuds. Ii e r
a lovely gown.
Smotherman at 7:30 pm. with mother. Mrs. Paul 13Ialook. chose
Her mother, Mrs. Altia Hazel
with
dress
rotten
black
white
a
Mrs. Ora Joyce as prooram chairElla, was attired in a blue dress
and
gift
a
had
accesasaries
alio
man.
with white accents and was also
• • 8
coreige of red nem
pp.
a corsage of white carpresented
Corsages (if pedk mem, gilts of
hoe:tie:me&
the
by
nations
Saturday. August 25th
the tomes:res. were also presented
A party plate was reeved by the
Tria Olanie BeOss Hayes' Circle to Mr's- Lon White and Mrs. Ease
ef tee Firm Methodist Church will Blaleck. grandmothers of the bon- hostesses. An arrangement of
MRS. BOOBY ZANE WORKMAN.
white gladioli, spider chrysanthehold. a rummage' Cie at 8:00
pink ace'clock am. in the buildang just
Owen. reception at the New Century
Use Blaleck opened her many mums, and daisies with
Suzanne
Mary
Miss
N non se the Pecsples Bank.
lovely gifts. RefreshmortM were cents adorned the tee cert.
The Alice Waters Circle of
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Club.
daughter
Meedames
were
present
Those
For the _ pecasion the serving the Woman's Society of Christian
the table overlaid
Nashville. Tenn,
11, 11 au
uf
Owen
Earl
Weatherly.
with a volute lmer. doe, and cent- Ovaries Clsureh, Roy
Bobby Zane table was centered with eperg- Service of tte First Methodist
Donna became the bride of
T;ie Young Married 'Couples ered 1.8 t h an arrangement Of Bobby Ntx Crawford
of Mr. and Mrs. nette arrangements of white car- Church met in the home of Mrs.
son
Workman,
Foust, Verne Kyle, Richard Tuck,
Sonday School Class of the West white glacholi.
Workman of Murray, on nations, tuberoses and butterfly Richard Tuck on Woodlawn on
Clyde Jones, John
It- rk Baptist Church will have a
St. roses. The reception rooms of Monday evening at seven-thirty
Seventy-two persons were pres- Walter Jones Sr.,
August 18,' at
Saturday,
Dan Shipley, Marshall Garlar.d,
picnic at the City Park at 6 p.m. ent or tent gem.
in the club were decorated through- o'clock with Mrs. Goldia Curd,
Episcopal Church
George's
William Sniab, Elias, hfooses Lorchairman, preeichng.
out with the chosen blossoms.
Nashville.
etta Tucker, Peggy Sue Shroat.
Mrs. David Henry led in prayWedding Trip
Rev Arthur Fippinger read the
Betsy. Howturi, Jackie Vitiate of
After the reception the couple er and gave the devotional readmarriage vows at four q:clock in
thel
and
honoree,
the
Paducah,
the afternoon following a pro- left for a wedding trip to Monte- ing from 1..Ighn 3:14-18. She also
hustaries.
gram of nuptial music by the St. go Bay. Jamaica, S.W.!. For tra- gave an arfitle,..-tos It., Now",
•
•
George's junior choir MA' Ore- veling the bride wore a brown written by Ruby'A."Tortes:'
-Make APLMr tillittleks" was
and white tweed suit with white
gory Colson. organist.
For the nuptial evenOthe altar aecesories. Upon their return the theme of the program prevases were filled with arrange- Mr. and Mrs. Wort-Mau will make sented by Mrs. Argania Smith.
Mrs. G. C. eitikeertik km" bilge
ments of white stock arid chrys- their home at 350 West Owen
anthemums flanked by seven- Street. Scotteburg. Ind., where lights of her trip to Jackson.
Tenn.. during the week of A
entwined both hold teaching mentions.
candelabra
Mrs. Ted Lovett, recent bride. branched
The bride is a graduate of 13-18 for the School of MisSions.
and the fanner Nancy Faye BIZ- with emllax and bearing burning
Centre College and the groom re- Yearbooks were given each memzeL, was Metered with a tea show- white tapers.
The bride, giveR in marriage coved a BS. degree from Mur- ber and program plans for the
er at the home of Mrs. Kenneth
by her father was attired in a ray State College ; where he was new year disclosed.
Reiner on the Ktrimey Road.
/Me holies, 'metaled Lig Ries
Hostewes for the bridal occa- wedding gown of bombazine tat- a member of Pi Kappa Alpha
Beth Tuck, served refreshments
sion 'sere Mrs_ Earl Jortes .of New (eta and Chantilly lace. featuring fraternity.
Out of town guests included to the twelve members present.
Or.earts. La., Mos Marybeth B.az- a Sabrina neckline and long
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen and
zeal, Lorna Rees, end Robtee Jean sleeves which came to points over
Dennis
Patsy,
children.
and
Mrs.
finished
was
the hands. The skirt
Marine.
ITALY . FAVORED
A. A. Doherty. Mrs. Charles SexThe honoree ch.ase to wear for with a redingote effect of taffeta
DUBLIN, Ireiand (UPD — Italy,
Melissa
Mos
ton.
and
Sexton,
the event a pink polished cotton edged with lace over a lace panelMrs. Marian Polls, all of Mur- winner of top honors Thureday,
drew with white accesemeti. Her ed front and terminated in a
wee a strung fervortte to defeat
ray; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Joyce
corsage was of white carnateins. chapel-length train. Her fingerthe United Slates for the national
Owen, grandparents of the bride.
was
illusion
of
veil
length
tip
of
mother
Hameli,
Howard
Mrs
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ford. Maternal" Cup today at the DubMrs. Lovett, sod welt of the hes- caught to a coronet of pearls and
lin horse show Granziano ManCanton. N. C. Mr. arid Mrs. Milboua
carried
she
and
sequins
and
pink
of
:ewes had ore-sages
burn Dunn and daughters. De- dearth and Rairmindo D'Inzeo ffntuband
orchids
white
-of
quet
whee oarnate
borah and Patricia, Westchester, whed 1-2 ahead of Bill Stewskrams
Ttle gifts were chopleYed in eroses.
of Westport, Corm., In Thursday's
Mr and Mrs. John T MurIII;
Danville
of
Tamme
Ann
Miss
three groups. Tupperware miseetevent.
dock,
Wis.;
and
Madison.
Mr.
bridesand
honor
of
maid
the
was
taneous. ono Chine, web the later
Lawrence Mrs. Murray Hill. Mr. and Mrs.
centered with a neniabsze bride maide were Miss Rose
Miss Sue Philbin William Koven, Mr. and Mrs.
U. P in It Bond amegainems, of Salvisa and
were identical- Herbie Cofer. Bowling Green, Dr.
made by Mrs. Pare Passtael, were of NathvilleoThey
sea-blue models of and Mrs. Paul Cantrell, Danville;
in
attleed
ly
thrum:tpaints
vantage
at
placed
iridescent tadifeta and lace. finish- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Litkenhous,
out the house.
with scooped necklines and Miss Claudia Litkenhouse, and
ed
roses
pink
of
A centerpiece
sleeves. The modifi- Miss Bobbie Koehler. Louisville;
elbovolength
centered the tea table overlaid
skirts were caught Miss Diane Allen. Versailles. Mr.
bell-shaped
ed
with a lace cloth Mrs. Jones prewith velvet rib- and MisoVirgil Saemore. Wayneswaistlines
the
at
sided aft the punch bowl end Miss
bon and headpieces of matching ville. N. C., Mies Patsy Alexandand
pink
smell
the
served
Russ
NEN HAMPSHIRE TO SEATTLE---Williarn Manning. 14, moues
velset completed their costumes. er, Glasgow; Miss Brenda Brinkwhite cakes made by Mrs. Devei
for the car: o-a in Seattle. Waeh, where he bicycled clear
They carried arrangements of man and Jim MeKenney, CovingNanny.
frarn New Hampshire to see the Worlds Fiur.
ton; Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Waft
Muriel daisies.
Bacloground organ music was
George Ed Waldrop of Murray and Sidney Spencer, Scottiburg,
played by Meo HoLzeil and the
served as best man and ushers Ind.
regatar we- kept by bliss
Liter on Saturday evening Mr.
completing the 'personnel of the
or
Seventy-hue persons caned
wedding party were William Nash and Mrs. Owen were hosts- for a
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY WILL LIKE OUR
sent shot *arena the hours of two
and Larry Jelton, both of Mar- buffet dinner at their home at
.to five reelock in the afternoon.
8575 Jocelyn Hollow Road for the
ra)
Out of town guests. The table was
• • •
For her daughter's wedding
centered with a lovely arrangeMrs. Owen wore a pink and whoe
ment of daisies. The guest. viewAPPOINTED PM&8lDKNT
sIlk lined sheath dress trimmed
ed the many lovely wedding gifts
in Chantilly lace and featuring a
NEW YORK Tea — The For- scooped neckline and cap sleeves. of the bridal couple (Opined in
eign Policy Association Wednes- Her flowers were a shoulder ar- the dining room*
day announced Use appointment of nurgement of pink pbalaenopsis
SIGNED NEW CONTRACT
Samuel P. Hayes m president. orchids.
\A, L ALSO CATER PRIVATE PARTIES
' Hayes. who will take office next
DALLAS 1100 — nalftesek John'. ItAILY 5:00 A.M. - 1 0 00 P.N.
Mrs Workman, mother of the
month, is a professor of econom .
iga
ersity
groom. chose a white linen sheath ny Ftf..birason, fr.rmer
pm
Bill and Ruth Hooper
Phone GR 4-2259
a model embroidered with light blue Stets AULT, has signed a new fourchr Re
d thearrUnofiv theZecit
nterMfio
I indr
search on Economic 'Development. flowers and she wore a bouquet yen- cereract with the Dallas
n (if the American- Football
Teraa
lie was special assistant to the of white phalaenopsis orchids.
Reception
Inague. Rehartenn's original conState Department's asistant secretary for m-oneente affairs ar;
l'ollogyng the ceremony the trw.; weaild iadve expired this
bride., parents entertained at a reason
1949-30
....•••••••••••
IS1i .1,te West of .Bridge
MISS G‘8"yilf1 Blalock, brideof Allan Kenn of Wheeling,
•
W. Vd.. was complemented es t h
a household shower on the Sawa
of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jay
Lockhart on Thursday. Augus 18.
at three o'clock in the afterricon.
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PERSONALS

Mr. anal like.
of Mummy, recently Asked the
A delighthe oceartesy extended
Bellangrath Gardens and the Belto Miss Elizabeth Aim "Betty"
lingnith Home at Mobile, AlaEllis, September bride-elect, was
bama.
the break/as held at the Triangle
•••
Reeitraurent on Tuesday, August
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Cal14, at nine o'clock in the morning.
houn and son Michael of FernMies Peggy Sue Shrum, Miss
dale, Michigan are vending two
Betsy newton, Mrs. Richard Tuck, weeks with relatives in CalloWay
and Mrs. Verne Kyle were the County.
hostesses for the prentapuail oc•• •
camion.
Jim Hart arrived in Murray
Miss Ellis chose to wieer a Last week to reside with his aunt,
shocking pink linen dress with Mrs. Andrew Ward and Mr. Ward,
black acces,sories and was pre- at their home on South 12th
sented a matching camellia cor- Street. He is from Ypsilanti,
sage by the teratesses. Her in-other,
and will complete his
Mrs. AILS Hazel Ellis, was attired senior year at Murray High
wets
dress
in a blue embroidered
School and be a member of the
black armersories and a hostesses' school band.
gift corsage of a white camellia.
•••
The hosteseee presented the
T. S. Klapp of Paducah, his
honoree a wedding gift which was sister, Mrs. Hattie Nall of Clina gift certificate for a maniere.
ton, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul BilAn arrangement of white ohm,- lings of Vallejo, California, were
soothe/num( end pink gladioli the recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
adorned taw breakfast table.
Norman Klapp.
•••
Covers wore laid for Mesdames
Ellis, Lonnie Shroat. A. F. Doran,
Mr. and Mrs. Janes C. Murray
Roy Weatherly, E. B. Howtnn, of Gadsden, Ala., arrived WedDonna Fouet, A. B Austin, Walter nesday for a visit with Mr. and
Jones Sr., A. B. Crass, Mimes Ver- Mrs. 0. C. MoLemore.
•• •
na White, Loretta Tucker, Betty
Thurmond, the hunmee, end the
hestesees.

otoyea44
fin

wERNV-sP6Y —.A.VGusT 22, 1962
Judy Adams Hostess
At Supper Held By
Charles Walitun Hairdressers Group

KENTUCKY

Mrs. Richard Tuck
Hostess For Alice
Waters Meeting

Mrs. Ted Lovett Is
Honored Recently
With Tea Shower

The Murray Hairdressers held a
potluck dinner in the home of
Judy Adams, 714 Olive Street, on
Monday evening at seven o'clock.
Trevathan, president,
Robbie
presided at the business meeting.
Old and new business was disout the
cussed with emphasis
concession stand at the County
Fair the main point.
Officers elected were Estelle
Fzell, president; Katherine Lax,
vice-president; Judy Adams, recording secretary; Robbie Treysthan, fin. Secretary; Irene Ray,
treasurer.
Iva Carson and Carolyn Lee
will be the delegates to the state
convention to be held in ;Louieville.
Members present were Estelle
tEzell, Judy Adams, Katherine
Lax, Mary Burkeen, Dorothy Danner, Iva Carson, Carolyn Lee,
Linels Edmonds, Eulala St. John,
Irene Ray, Mary Bogard. Anna
Huie, Robbie Trevathan, and Jerry McClard.

Personal Shower At
Jones' Home Given
For Bride-elect

Mrs. Franklin Jones entertained with a personal shower in
honor of Miss Gysynn Blalock,
bride-elect of Allan Kerns
Wheeling, W. Va., on Fridary,
August 17, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening at her home at
326 Sycamore Street.
For the occasion the honoree
wore a yellow cotton dress with
white accessories and was presented a oorsage of yellow carnations by the hostess. She was
the recipient of many Wooly
Vets.
was
-The rtIteahioent table
overlaid with a white cloth and
centered with an arrangement of
yiAltier cheysenthemunts. Punch
and individual iced cakes were

of

e4

cite present were Miss Blalock, Mrs. Joe Dill, Mrs. Jerry
Wallace, Mrs. Nick Horton, Misses
Befits Maddox, Suza-nne Curd,
Fry Mike, Arne Gingles, and the
hostess, Mrs. Jones.
• • •

BRAVES ACTIVATE TAYLOR

NO EMERGENCY—NA-SA Administrator James Webb
tells reporters in Washington that the U.S. moon program ta "fast paced" but not
on an emergency basis see
could spend one or two billion dollars more • year, He
said he felt the present program would permit the U.&
to land a man on the moon
ahead of the Soviet despite
the twin casincisaut fact.

4

MILWAUKEE WM --Outfieldercatcher Bob (Hawk) Thylor. recently reteased tram the Army,
bee been placed on the Milwaukee
Beau-es' active roster. Pother
Hank Ferber teas been nptioned
Imemolle of the American As/ex-moon to melte roorn for Toykn-

DRY CLEAN, WA SH and DRY with

Boone's Automatic Self Ser.
And

A$500

FRESH FISH DINNERS
CHOICE STEAKS

4

ANB BLOUSE
Guaranteed One Year

FOUR WINNERS EA CH WEEK!

Kentucky Lake Lodge

REGISTER TODAY! Details available at Self-Service Laundry . . . you may register more than once!
FOUR WINNERS EACH WEEK!!

eel

Lyndia.Nicks Dance. Studio
.

WINNERS LAST WLEIK. . .

502 South 8th Street

0,

4

•

Mrs. Ken Howell, Mrs. (lee Sykes and Mrs. Jessie Cannarlv.

ANNOUNCES
*"1

CLASSES

FRI. - NOON
WED. - 9:00 P.M.
NOON
SAT. 7 P.M.
Youngest girl over four will pick the winner from box--box emptied after each event.
arriir

TUES. -

p.m.
Wednesday,- August 22
From 3 to 5:30

Ages

* 40 WASHERS * 16 DRYERS * 4 DRY CLEANERS
* 2 HAIR DRYERS

4 and 'Up

EXPERT INSTRUCTION
-

Attindvit Os Duty 7:00 cm. to 9:00 p.m. Except Sat. 7:00 p.m.

Tap
Balkt
Acrobatic
Modern Jazz

it

For Further Iriformation
Dial PLaz.a 3-4647

Boone's
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held a
•

Olive Street, on
at seven o'clock.
than, president,
business meeting.
aisiness was dieout the
phasis
at the County
point.
in were Estelle
Katherine Lax,
Judy Adams, re
y; Robbie 'Freyaitary; Irene Ray,

,

boards and price signs. Papaw 1962. Signed: James Frank Holley.
a23p
square boot, with or wittukt maSPECIALS.
SCHOOL
terial.s. Also estimates of travel BACK
Regular $10 and $15 waves now
and mileage expense. Send care
and $8.50. Through Septem$6.50
nx
2841,
P.O.
of Joe Lasnoun,
a25c ber 1st. Charm Beauty Shop. Ph.
New Albany, Indiana.a25c
PL 3-3582.
SPECIAL! NOW YOU CAN SAVE
. INSTRUCTION
on gas appliances and gas beating
equipment at 1210 Main St. 24-hr.
service and installation of all g:t
burning equilanent. nione PL 3a23p I
2387, Jesse L. Tucker.

i

I Submit t- ''eltiioraw of prices per

NOTICE

-To

LOOK: GREEN ACRES TRAILER
Sales, Union City, Tennessee, new
and used mqbile homes, all sizes,
A-27-C
see us before you trade

F

NOTICE TO PEOPLE OVER 65.
You can now get accident and
health insurance and cioctuni inallranice even WI ii pre-extstittg
O csinclitions. Contact Billy Suniner,
-shone PL 3-5558. 509 N. 541h St.,
a22p
Murray.

ind Carolyn Lee .
gates to the state •
a held in Lows-

ORGAN OFFERED AT H U G
savings. Local party of good credit
can take on_ new low -payment contract. Will accept trade.
Inspect, write Missuairi Instrument
Acceptance Ctimpany, 312 Main,
j25c
Joplin, Missouri.

NOTICE, BARGAIN PRICES IN
new fall &hoes - Icalferti, heels,
stacks and tints in new fall styles
and colors. In basement of the
Murray Hatchery, 406 So. 4th St.
j25c

a

eat were Estelle
.dains, Katherine
een, Dorothy Amin, Carolyn Lee,
, Eulaia St. John,
ry Bogard. Anna
evathan, and Jer-

'ml

RESPONSIBLE
SIGN PAINTING NEEVED. Corn- I WILL NOT BE
anyone
pany needs signs painted through- of any debts Incurred by
other than myself as of August 21,
out midwest areal. Mainly

••

KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION

Far Mn;. Dar:tail's privalte
kindergarten will be Friday,
September 14th at 9:30 a.m. in
the kttsiergarten room sit 1311
Poplar Siteeet, fur chikiren born
1957 or before. State approved,
mornings only. Limited enrollment For infermation or advanced ennollment phone PLaza
3-5257 before noon or evenings.

to 45 hours per week. Must turn- i house with water system, 3 acres
neferences. Transportation fur-I land, near the lake. $4,500.00 Dial 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED house,
a27c 801 Vine. Pmne PL 3-54'29. Call
inimhed up to 20 miles. Crall in 43t1-3352.
a22p
between 5 pan. and 9 p.m.
person at once. Albeit Lee, P.O.
CALL PL 3
Box, 58, Hardin, Kentucky. a23c HAMPSHIRE PIGS,
1887.
a24p
NICE TWO BEDROOM GARAGE
excellent apartment. Available September 1,
1060
IN
VOLKSWAGEN
FOR SALE
a22c
condition. Phone PL 3-2350, a244 Call PL 3-5283.

lleh

2000 BALES HAY, 40c l'ER Bale.
1953 CHEVROLET FOUR DOOR
You haul. Phone PL 3-2806 or
&ate sedate radio, heater, defroster, seat
PL 3-2901 after 5:00 p.m.
covers, good tires. $195. -Home
4'infoTt QATIclany, Hazel HighC
17 REGISTERED HEREFORD1 wa,, 492-2502:
cows with calves by axle. 17 bred
NEWLY DECORAsTED FIVE roorn
registered Hereford cows. 9 young
registered bu2c PL 3-4581. a2Se FRIGIDAIRE F1.F.CTRIC Range, 'house with bath, one mile south
Charlm Mercer. Call PL 3-3703
of Wiswell Store, Call PL 3-4755.
alip
a23c
FARM - 118 ACRES,
modern homes. 2.18 tobacco base.
On new blacktop add, 9 miles
a25c
from Murray. FL 3-4581.

ACROSS

Two NEW

1-Tope
5-Vim (slang)
8-To glide
smoothly
12-S's In Asia
13-Macaw
14-SagaCious
15-To have
recourse
17-Puffs up
19-Xdh..ive
substance
:11-Abhors
31-Klase
23-To satisfy
24-Staff
26-ta•ona
25-('anine
31-Hypothetical
faros
32•Tier
33-artifici5l
language
31-A number
36-Small
paytieles
31-Qcean
3e-Grest Laic*
41-Repos•
43-Tricks
45-Wearies
-44-Leaded
property
50-Trony
11-0iris
nickname
53-11wvotired
54-Great event
53-artificial
alloy of gold
and sliver
56-To soak
57-Dispatched

ORGA-SONIC ORGAN BMA' by
Baldwin. New model 51, contemporary walnut. Right size for home
or church. Night phone PL 3-3301,
P.O. Box 135, Murray, Kentucky.
a25p

NEW IMP- CYL BORE Sixteen
gauge Remington autarnatie gun.
Like new. Sec wit. 'r. L. Phillips,
a22p
.
DOORMAN P()SITION OPEN AT 2140%k-tat 16th.
Varsity Theatre. Only neat, sober
140 ACRE FARM WITH TWO
type need apply. Ideal job for
hunece. One modern with full
retired gentleman in good health.
Dams, utility
bath, hard wo,
a23c
,
room. Has 5.33 acres tobacco 'base,
•
_
EXPRIENC.tD.WAITRESS two good tobacco berm. 133 acres
.'There
wanted. itpialy at Jerry's Drive-In crop land, 5 acres LimberRestaurant between 2:00 and 4:00 is no ,better land in Calloway
a24c Q•unty, all under good fence.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
p.m. or call 753-.3226.
Deep well water, ponds and creek
PL 3-1918
Ledgas & tunes
for stock water. Near caurch and
WANTED: SECRETARY and genstore on blacktop road. Has several office worker, lady 18 to 40 eral other outbuilding; including a
PRINTING
years of age. Must be g•xel typist. Gracie -A" deify barn. R..berts
Pla 3-1916 Prefer widow or some one who Realty, 505 Main, PL 3-16.51, Hoyt
Ledger & Times
really needs to work. The one Roberts, PL 3-3924 or Jimmie
employed will help to operate mail Rickman, Pb 3.5344.
a22c
TYPEWRITER RENTAL „flier business. Ideal working cm_
th,thyns. A ; r otaditioned office. BULLS '14.ND HEIFERS AND 15
AND iERVICE
Ledger di I we.
Will pay $1.15 per hour. Wyk up 350-lb. steers. Good cattle, priced
right. Cook Hereford 'Fa r in s,
a25c
Lynnville,

BUSINESS
• DIRECTORY
ADDING MACHINES
ikod TY PEWICTERS
Sales & &mimics
PL 3-1916

DRUG,STORER
P Scott Drugs

PL 3-2547

1

INSURANCE

I
/razes, Ileiugin & Holton
Geo- lzururauee
PL 3-3415

4Cy-NASA A/1Jamas Webb
re in Washing.
U.S. moon prat paced" but net
gency basis asial
one or two telior.• year. He
the present propermit the U. s.
an on the moos
e Soviet despthe
osmonaut feat.

ei, 4-1916
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ye.,. a is 11.11;h1 after
She glanced at him the first
Ills yea : It.. okl.ifous was '-cired sou time iii net ray
net esys "lad
unlit
lit of the Kent
pisi ,natore ne was injure°. tett a Derby race white l sea
Derby war not accompanie0 Dc Lorne i.nOrin ti1-1/4 ativnbtage of , in
progress.
laughter and gaiety. not ever a fano. wrien you anti your ta
; -How ao you know go much
by Much pleasure For Case, trine Was: auffiy and tale ail* on 'about
• about racing-?"
Jeffries wasn t os net aide and your tarrn were relaxing after a
s second now ano tie
hei maid was in a turmoil over r busy seaman.'
ham n t ever, put on pressore
the trightening incitlenta 01 the
"Yes. Julie' said thoughtfully. I They re
stragghtening
a is a v
Is'.' rca days.
/ "we were away then."
from norne-that hors' -lie
She scan t listening or watch , "Naturally.' Casey went on,
flying.'
ire; wnen the murmur began and "Lorne txttildnt.register the foal
Templar still hugged the rail
grew
out then, suddenly, she as tired oy Houndbrook, so ne Lazy
Luck was in trot but no'.
knew that Lysander nad been used Nahum s name. -But
ne ginning to dttlf, back The other
scratched,. She nail expected it, made a small 'mistake. Nahum
horses were fighting tot snow.
bill still the shock
there happened to be racing in South
'There ne goes' Casey yelled.
and net first unselfish [nought America at the time and couldn't
The crowd veiled. The yells
v.ats tor Lorne and Britt Fabian. possibly nave been at stud nere.
turned to cheers. Julie Mica
until she remembered what they The ot rictus Knew something
het arms around Casey and
had tried to do to ner.
was wrong and began an inves- huggea nim ana kissed
nim
"Boots and Saddles" was tigation. 01 course Lorne heard
"1 torgut to tell you," Casey
blown by the bugler and the about it. But he find to run Lysaid. "1 work tor the Jockey
tenseness began to mount The sander. It was vitally important
Club. I'm an official My lather
horses acre parading to post. U) nim because ne was on the
-owns a stable up North. I
She saw ner father's color
verge of bankruptcy ft Lysand couldnt tell you
before, Oct:nose
Templar had the rail poet posi- er won, Lorne s tarm would be
I WO sworn to seep quiet until
tion. Lazy Luck was nfth, a trnportant once more. It was a we
found out what Lorne Facenter position.
do or die attainbian waS U to
Depending on the horse, the
-And then I saw Lysander
"Casey, 1 love you."
rail position' could or could not being secretly clocked And I
"1 wanted you to know what
be an advantage With Templar thought he ran ain't looked like
happened before your horse
It definitely was. because he and trourvihrook. ma they wanted to
won." ne said. "Anyway. I don t
Itia ;rickey were both convinced keep me from telling that It
think you neard all of It. Like
that the shortest diatance he makes a little sense now."
%/nevi turning up as a suspect
tween tvicapointa was the most
"01 course It does Lybander and Britt taking advantage of
direct and in the rail position
doesn't belong to 14orne
atnan. It by naving some of his men
horse couldn't drift.,
Hotiruibrook is his sire: no tee get Vogel drunk and
filled with
The strains of "My AM Ken was est., paid and the ve,r nre ..y a desire to
avenge himself
ttieky Home" seemed tallinger sander belongs to your father.
ag oast Big Blue." .
on the warm late _afternoon'
lies alersay been
. turneo over
"Vogel will be all right," Julie
as the aiiiinetai pit-ceding the
him and Larne has made a Said "1 phoned the hospital
bestart quieted everything.
full 'confession of the whole fore the race. Now
let's go down
Someone stood beside her and thing." to the winners circle and ace
reached tor her nand and she
"Certainly Lorne an4 Britt Templar garlanded."
smiled and took his arm int:trans icriewathe truth Would come out
They left the stands and some
She felt the roughness of his eventually."
uniformed track policemen sudJacket against her hare arms.
"Yes, I suppose they dirt, but denly appeared and
cleared the
"1 knew. you'd be. here, Ca- they were counting heavily on way for
them.
sey."
human nature to take a hand.
"Casey, does Dad know about
"1 almost (liana make It." he Your father to prefer no charg- you..
saat. "Gtevl hick, darling."
es, which he wouldn't have done
"Thatifwbat delayed my joinShe nodded. "There x still a if you arid Britt were to be ing
you I had to see that Lyminute or two. Tell me about married." .
sander was scratched and 1
•
•
•
•
Britt"
wanted to explain to your ta"Lieutenant' Fallon and I
HORSES left th-i-FT
1•
- ther Why it happened."
.
_caught turn at the airport. He's • CaneiyaatopPed talking, (ha
"He approves of you," she
In AIL".
arm went around Julie and said.
"Poor Britt I'm not even sure stayed there."
-Yes, 1 know. Though he was
what crime he committed."
The excitement was climbing, a little vaiue and more
than a
"He tried to kill you, for one the eroWd was yelling. Templar bit mysterious.
He said something."
Mime out first and fast, but we thing about marrying you
right
-He's being punished," she the now-tainehed norm,' went awly because
you were' going
said. ":•:lo one could be punished hy the mono. he dropped back ground with a look
In your eyes,
more severely than hy being de- Casey tittered an exclamation.
What dkl he mean by that ?"
..prived of seeing this race and
"The tickey Is holding _him a
"You should nave seen it, Caby having his entry scratched." little," Julie said. "That's how it sey: she said,
"because It was
"Let me tell you ahout Ly- should be."
there all the time. You're a good
sander.. When you saw that
Templar w
still at thpriO detective running down the pedhorse rim the flight It all began.
Lazy Luck was making his bed, igree of a horse, but when It you believed he looked and ran
but still Templar held back. comes to--"
flke Houndbrook. There was •
"1 saw 11," he said Deftly.
,Casey uttered a sigh of relief.
definite- trepan for that.
"If your lock had come out "Right from the start. Why do
.She. didn't take her eyes off to
try to get around the other you think I a:IS so sure of mythe starting gate.
don't un- horses. Lazy limit would have self 7"
derstand, Casey."
So she Muted him again, right
run him dOMM in the streteh
"-Lorzse -Feashita
aler
nTitir should tt-e-Fe-tif---Efie winner's circle
sander in the books as the son make his bid. He can 'do it In where all the attention definiteot Carthage, sired by Nahrint the nun eleven seconds If he ly Waft net on the sleek animal
In reality, Lysander's she is has to-your Jockey knows his with the garland of roses around
Boundbrook."
huatnesa. Here he comes now, his neck.
"It isn't possible...
Julie -"
Ajl

rt.
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500
ROUSE

Dne Year

1961 CHEVROLET IMPALA auto•
2-dour hardtop. McCarty.
Truck Stop. Has 2 way citizens
a23c
band radio.

-

SOFA $35.00, KITCHEN TABLE
and 4 chairs $10.00. Coffee table,
electric treater, shoe altates - size
a23c
5i. See at 1310 Poplar.

OP111011:1
I TrINK I-CAN GET CUT OF'6ONS
TC KiNARTEN, 'rik2...'2 3R::4.-N,IF
LL;RiTE Tiii6 LETTER FORME..

"TO 0.)140,'A IT MAY
CONCERN:PLEASE
EXCUSE SALLY VOW
WitA
SHE IS NEEDED
AT AUL!

I CAN'T
WRITE

THAT!!

4.

Answer le Yesterday's Puzzle

aim moo cima
sun Mien Osof
raDD
11om,a3008
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ERR
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OMNI/ mama mum
-3 3am
wan aZa.

8-Perspiration
I-Withered
10-Small island
11 -Muddle
16-Tn lease
18-1nt errogatIv•
pronoun
22-AweInspiring
23-1 lrain
21-To tires)'
25-Pnern
27-Negative
2)-Native metal
30-Tibetan
gazelle
33-To cuddle
36-Fog
17-Briatl•
38-Band
40-Kingdom
42-Locations

4a-orean of
hearing
1.n-To plaee
53-8)tni.ni for
tellurium

43-California
rack fish
411-E macs a
46-Ireland
47-Clan
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1-To cavil
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2-Region
48
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53
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51
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7-llain_st step

STRANDED-Firemen and ground helpers remove 14 ferris
wheel riders-11 of them children-from their ride at West
Allis, Wis. The drive cable slipped off, hence no turning.
Firemen had to use aerial ladders to reach everyone.

a

- Whitey'
NEW YORK
Martin and Georg Blaney have
signed contracts with the New
York Knickerbockers for their.
second year in the National Basketball Association. Both were reserve backcourt men last season.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WANTED

MELD

Federal State Market News
Service. Wednesday, August 23,
1962. Kentucky purchase - Area
Hcig Market Report including 9
buying statioris^. Receipts Tuesday
totaled 554 heed. Today barraa s
and gihs are steady-de 158 lower.
No. 1 190 to 230 Ilas. *18.50. No. 1.
2, end 3 190 to .250 lbs. $.17.85 a.,
$18.00; 255 to 270 fist. $16.7a t
$17.75; 215 to 300 lbs. $16.00 ta
$17.50; 154) to 185 lbs. $14.50 la
$17.75. No. 2 and 3 sows 300 to
600 lbs. $12.75 to $16.25. Boars all
weights $9.00 to $12.00.

tun -

YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

Loeser & Times

HOG MARKET

VICKSBURG, Miss.
Several months ago Mayor Johnny
Holland and Aldermen 0. J. Bori
and Charlie Guion voted to give
themselves substantial pay raises
by amending the city charter.
Opponents objected the filed a
petition that resulted in aspecial
THREE BEDROOM BRICK house referendum on the question Wedlocated 400 North Eighth Street. nesday. The voters turned down
See Mrs. Sam Kelley, call PL
the propoaed pay hikes by a
a22c margin of 1,587 to 1,404.
3914.

1_

•

•••

••1=4

4•11•••

Ittla•IDAIRE REFRIGERATOR,
Used. Gaud coneLtion. 129 Orchard [WANTED TO RENT
lip
Heights.
WANT TO RENT. TWO OR throe
room unfurnitsbed apartment. PreFOR RENT
fer oompletely equbppect kitchen.
Single man. May be permanent.
4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON S. 12th Call PL 3-4937.
a22p
St., 2 baths, half basement, drapes
furnished, 2 bedrooms carpeted
PAY HIKE FIXED
and steps. Phone PL 3-3378. lie

;T 22, 1962
ns Hostess
Held By
rs Group
in the home of
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lirdressers

-eaarkrr,

DON'T YOU RFALIE THAT 7ri6
15 GNAT ;6 U.RONSICITI4aCtETY
TODA4q1i41515 EVA5i014.0F •
RE5PON6137e!THII I WHAT IC
EROD1NG OUR 50CfeTcl!

46 47

5

DoKT
TALKA6
YCUNG AND AN0CE
.V7

SOI.ID MAHOGANY DROP leaf
dining table and dhstris with Sheraton legs. Phone PL 3-5025. a23c
4 ROOM HOUSE WITH BATH,
modern kitchen, concrete well

'

NANCY

by Ernie Buelouller

rYOU

I WANT I
TO GO
THROUGH
YOUR BOOKS
EVERY DAY

SCHOOL STARTS SOON,
NANCY---BETTER START
BRUSHING UP ON YOUR
STUDIES

was

S

LIL 9

by Al"Care

ABNER
[1...BUT,TO MAKE IT MCDR: EXPENSNE,
LEOPOLD STOKOWSK 1 IS CON'
DUCTING-WITH VAN CL I BURN
op
AT THE. PIANO-

VIS
404
1011R.510
;;AIMVL
Inr,

AIN:T BIN
INVITED,
MAC,BUT--

>i0Li'RE- WELCOME,
EVIRVB.OD`l
IS!!- MUSIC BY 0-ILJESEV
CHECKERS BAND:-

WOULD YOU CARE FOR.
80DOLLARS WORTH
0F CAVIAR,SI R-OR
WOULD "IOU LIKE IT
IN CASH2

r

• .4
• cP

WHAT DID I
TELL YOU?
MONEY ,
DRIvES A
FOSDICK
!!

\\•

P.

-rnE

Can nady.
7 P.M.
temp-

WT.

EANERS

) p.m.

Main

ABBIE
111:°../ 4•`...

AN' BLATI1040ty'•Isq-e,
(
YOU WILL COME AND VISIT WITH
ME, MR. DOBBS 2 I FEEL THAT NO
VISITOR TO ENGLAND CAN GET THE

REAL FEEL OF MY COUNTRY
WITHOUT A FORTNIGHT IN
A TRADITION STEEPED CASTLE

Rasbers Via, Boras
NEVER BEEN IN A CASTLE
BEFORE, NORMAN, SURE
LOOKING FORWARD
TO IT,'

NOW WHAT
PERFIDIOUS STUNT
HAVE YOU COOKED
UP, MY DEVIOUS
FRIEND

YOU Wa.l, SEE, My
IMPRESSIONABLE
FRIEND,'
•,

-

-*
tOlk
•
•

all
•

4.

THE END
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BELK-SETTLE COMPANY'S

ON SUMMER MERCHANDISE

NO
EXCHANGES
OR REFUNDS!

* 3 DAYS ONLY!!
AUGUST

AUGUST 24th

AUGUST 23rd

SAVINGS!!

DRESS SHOES

SPRING AND SUMMER

Sizes S, M. L & XL
Regular $2.99

MATERIALS

$1.00

- Values to $1.99 -

VALUES TO $34.99 IN
Sizes 36 to 44 - Reg., Long, Short
REGULAR and IVY LEAGUE MODELS

onh '11.00

Regular $3.99
-SALE-

Sale sl500

WHITE and BONE

Wash 'N Wear Sport

Values to $4.99 - Broken Sizes

by GRIFFON
Broken Sizes - Values to $55

COATS

SUMMER DRESS

WHITE and BONE

sale $2.00

Values to 7.99

WHITE SHOES
- Broken Sizes -

only $1.00
MEN'S
CANVASP-ONS
OXFORDSLI
Values to $3.99- Broken Sizes

just $2.00
LADIES* CANVAS
$1.00

SALE

$2.98

DRESS

Regular $1.00

Regular $1.99 to $2.99

$1.00

°
50
LADIES' $3.49 & $3.99 SUMMER

LADIES $4.99 & $5.99

•

BOYS' WASH 'N WEAR, REGULARS, SLIMS, HUSiCYS - Values to $7.99

Values to *15.99

$5.

VALUES TO $2.99 IN MEN'S LARGE SIZE

Regular $1.00

HATS

Ladies' Costume

Chiklren's Beach

JEWELRY
2Price
1
/

TOYS

Girls'

Sportwear
Sets

-'- SALE

SHORTS
$1.00

$1°° & $2*-

-

°
.; •

i•.

Ladiele Su mmer

Ladies' Summer

SKIRTS

Slim Jims

$1.99 to $3.99

Regular $2.99

SALE

SALE

$1000

$1.00

Reg. $1.49 to $2.99

Rai. $2.99 & $3.99

•

$3.99 to $5.99

$1.99 to $2.99

"YOUR FAMILY HEADQUARTERS IN MURRAY"

•

KNIT TEE SHIRTS

BOYS' SHORT SLEEVE. SIZE 6. 18 - Regular $2.99

97e

s.

CHILDREN'S COTTON

SPORT SHIRTS
$1.50
SLIM JIMS
PANTS SPORT mins 2for S300 SUMMER SKIRTS.-•-$2.00
s200 SUMMERLADIEBLOUSES
DRESS PANTS
SWIM SUITS each 48c $1.00 $2.00
Men's Dacron and Wool

Two Tables

.010

sale $2.00

$3.98
97c

SALE

BOYS' SHORT SLEEVE, SIZE 6.18 - Regular $1.99

Men's Summer Stra:v

Large Size Only
Values to $5.99

REGULAR $5.99 TO $7.99

- Regular $4.98 -

- Regular $3.98 -

$3.

VALUES TO $6.99 IN MISSES & CHILDREN'S

$1.00

SWIM SUITS

PANTS Farah CASUAL SLACKS

Values to $8.99 - Broken Sizes

now

GIRLS - Regular $3.99 to $4.99

- ONE TABLE BOYS' SUMMER -

LADIES* CASUALS

OXFORDS and SLIP-ONS
Values to $3.99 - Broken Sizes

2yds. $11" _

Dacron and Cotton

Sale

Dacron and Cotton Blend

- OR -

Reg. $19.99 Men's

DACRON & WOOL SUMMER
SUITS

sale $1.00

sale 590 yd. •

$2.00

LADIES* FLATS
Men's Wash 'N Wear
Dacron and Rayon,

TWO TABLES

SHIRTS

DACRON & WOOL SUITS

Values to $6.99 - Broken Sizes

nth

Men's Wash 'N Wear
Short Sleeve Sport

Men's SUMMER SUIT

LADIES' SHOE SALE

AM.

SATURDAY

-

FRIDAY

--

THURSDAY

•

